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Current: $1.00
Market Alert - Strong Buy
Gold investors find safe haven as the US Dollar continues
to drop throughout 2007.
Market Status:
Since 2006 market annalists predicted gold to hit $800 per ounce within
two years. Gold has hit $812 an ounce just one year later due to depleted
gold supplies and a falling US Dollar.
In an effort to find more gold, recent findings of large Gold deposits
in Suriname has turned this small country into a modern day gold rush.
Hemisphere Finds Gold!
Hemisphere Gold.s Properties are sitting right in the middle of the largest
gold mines in the region and advanced exploration has already found gold
deposits as high as 3.55 ounces/ton. This region has already become know
as the Gold Belt.
6 Reasons To Own HPGI
1: Gold is on a Bull Run, climbing over $200 an ounce in just 9 months.
2: Gold demand is at record highs and is expected to continue increasing.
3: Hemisphere has the cutting edge technology and financial team to take
this all the way.
4: Hemispheres property sits right in the middle of the Gold Belt where
over 50 million ounces of gold have already been extracted.
5: Recent findings have pushed share prices up over 120% in the last
30 days.
6: Gold is a traditional safe haven for investors in times of trouble
as it keeps its value greater than currency.
Hemisphere is launching a full scale marketing campaign with coverage
already found on sites like Stockguru.com. With huge results already
confirmed HPGI is moving into the final stages of exploration.
This leaves nothing left but mining a large deposits in a primed market.
HPGI should be on the top of your list for your next investment consideration.

The incomes presented are applicable to the individuals depicted and are not a g
uarantee of your income, nor are they typical.
com emailed me about this home based business opportunity, I ordered my decision
package right away.
In fact, we are not looking for sales people at all.
The Senior Auditor will also serve as an advocate for the ethical and values bas
ed culture at the company.
Explore the opportunity to advance your future with an industry leader.

Challenging opportunities exist for professionals with previous experience in th
e following areas.
, VP, Chief Operating Officer, COO, C.
CLICK HERE to view our FREE website presentation.
You will earn as you learn.
Whens the last time you had a chance to sleep in on a Monday morning, attend you
r childs music concert during the day, or take your elderly parents to the docto
r without taking vacation?
With operations in some of the largest airports in North America, as well as in
travel plazas and tourist attractions, we represent food and beverage brands suc
h as T.

